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Abstract: Freeze-drying is often used as a final stage to produce three-dimensional porous matrices
for medicine. Because a pure solvent crystallizes first during freezing, it acts as a pore-forming agent.
The size of the solvent crystals primarily depends on the cooling rate and the composition of the
material to be frozen. Ultrasonic treatment also affects the size of crystals and can be used to control
the structure of a porous matrix. This article describes the effect of ultrasound (40 kHz, 50 W) applied
at the preliminary freezing stage of polysaccharide solutions (alginate, chitosan, alginate–chitosan
and alginate–gelatin) on the finished matrix properties. The most attention was paid to the effect of
ultrasound on the size and shape of crystals formed during freezing, which leads to a change in the
porous structure of the matrices after solvent sublimation. As a result of changes in the microstructure,
a number of differences in the vibrational spectra of the molecules and the values of pore volume,
sorption capacity, permeability and degradation of matrices were identified. Such changes in the
structure of materials, as well as the emerging directionality of pores, together can affect the process
of cell cultivation in these polysaccharide matrices, which can be useful in solving problems of
tissue engineering.

Keywords: polysaccharides; sodium alginate; chitosan; matrices; ultrasonic treatment; a set of
properties; change in microstructure; cell cultivation

1. Introduction

The development of materials based on natural polymers is a rather promising task for
medicine, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, and tissue engineering [1,2]. Polysaccharides
and polymers of protein origin are widely used in this area [3–6]: sodium alginate, chitosan,
pectin, gelatin, collagen and many others. These polymers are used in the production of
medical matrices and various types of composite materials for cell culture and regenerative
medicine, as well as in the creation of drug delivery systems [3,7–12].

The combination of different properties of polymers contributes to the development
of new hybrid and composite materials. For example, sodium alginate, which has a high
sorption capacity, is able to form polyelectrolyte complexes with chitosan, which, in turn,
has bactericidal properties associated with the presence of a large number of free amino
groups in the chitosan molecule [9]. The ability of chitosan to form a large number of
hydrogen bonds makes it possible to bind water-soluble organic substances, including
bacterial toxins [9,13]. The combination of the properties of sodium alginate and chitosan
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in one material made it possible to develop hemostatic agents [14] in the form of sponges,
as well as scaffolds for neural tissue engineering [15]. In turn, the combination of the
properties of collagen and chitosan, as well as gelatin and chitosan, contributed to the
development of scaffolds for skin regeneration and matrices for cell cultivation in vitro,
respectively [10,16–18]. When developing new materials, combinations of polymers of
synthetic and natural origin are widely used. The combination of polylactide and chitosan
has led to the development of scaffolds for bone tissue engineering [19]. Additionally, the
addition of polyvinyl alcohol to other natural polymers leads to the formation of hybrid
materials with enhanced mechanical properties [20,21].

However, in addition to combining the properties of various polymers in the devel-
opment of new hybrid materials, it is also currently of interest to study the influence of
various physico-mechanical factors affecting the properties of polymers and, subsequently,
materials based on them. Physico-mechanical factors contribute to the improvement of
the microstructure, lead to the formation of free radicals (hydrogen, hydroxyl and others),
contribute to the formation of materials with a certain polymer molecular weight distribu-
tion, contribute to the formation of intermolecular crosslinks, make it possible to obtain
materials with a hierarchical porous structure, and in some cases cause improvement in
the antibacterial activity of polymeric materials [22–27]. The literature contains reports
on the use of the following physical and mechanical factors that affect the properties of
polymers and other materials during their freezing and subsequent freeze-drying as the
main stages in the production of highly porous polymeric materials [28,29]: high-pressure
expansion, radiofrequency treatment, the use of electric and magnetic fields and ultrasonic
treatment. These physical and mechanical factors contribute to the formation of smaller ice
crystals during the freezing of polymer solutions, which subsequently affects the quality
and microstructure of materials after the freeze-drying process [30].

However, from the above range of physical and mechanical factors, the most promis-
ing, in terms of minimizing material and energy costs, is the use of ultrasound. First, in
contrast to the high-pressure expansion method, the impact of ultrasound on polymer
solutions (in particular, ultrasonic freezing) does not require the presence of compression
units [28]. Secondly, in contrast to the impact of electric and magnetic fields, the contact
of foreign elements directly with the solution is not required, and the transmission of
ultrasonic exposure is carried out by creating acoustic pressure on the wall of the con-
tainer containing the solution due to vibrations produced by the piezoelectric element [30].
Thirdly, during ultrasonic treatment (in particular, ultrasonic freezing), surface stresses are
created in capillaries, as a result of which microchannels are formed that facilitate easier
removal of moisture from the material during subsequent freeze-drying [31]. During ultra-
sonic treatment of polymer solutions under the action of external pressure, microbubbles
filled with gas vibrate—this phenomenon is called acoustic cavitation. When the cavita-
tion bubbles collapse, the solvent molecules (water) inside them can dissociate with the
formation of radicals. In the case of water, hydroxyl radicals (OH radicals) and hydrogen
atoms are formed. Some of these radicals diffuse from the cavity of the bubble into the
surrounding liquid, where they can react with molecules of the solute (polymer). Induced
OH-radical processes can lead to polymer degradation; however, it is noted in [24] that this
can also initiate intermolecular cross-linking of polymers.

As noted above, one of the stages in the production of polymer matrices for cell culti-
vation is vacuum freeze-drying. The conditions of the drying process (vacuum 10–100 Pa
and low temperature −50 ◦C) contribute to the formation of a highly porous structure
with minimal shrinkage of the material. This technological process is divided into several
main stages: preliminary freezing and the first and second drying periods. In our previous
study [32], we considered the effect of ultrasound on the freezing kinetics of polymers
of various natures and the size distribution of ice crystals. However, the study, analysis
and comparison of a set of properties of polysaccharides and materials based on them,
subjected to physical and mechanical influences in the stage of preliminary freezing, is also
an urgent task.
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In [33], a classification of ultrasonic waves depending on frequency and power is given.
In accordance with this classification, ultrasonic waves in the range from 20 to 100 kHz are
defined as “powerful ultrasound”. These ultrasonic waves, at a high power level (several
tens of watts), are able to act on the medium in which they propagate and modify it as a
result of the occurrence of acoustic cavitation, leading to macroscopic effects. Therefore,
powerful ultrasound is widely used in sonochemistry and is also used to intensify heat
and mass transfer processes. On the contrary, low-power ultrasound (<10 W) in the
frequency range above 1 MHz is mainly used in medical diagnostics and does not affect
the propagation medium. Therefore, in the present study, ultrasound with a frequency of
40 kHz and a power of 50 W was chosen as a physical and mechanical factor affecting the
microstructure of polysaccharides and materials based on them. Ultrasound with these
characteristics under pulsed action can affect the structure of ice crystals in polysaccharide
solutions and does not lead to the melting of samples in the freezing stage.

The use of ultrasound during the stage of freezing materials allows one to influence
the shape of ice crystals and their direction; in accordance with this, materials of anisotropic
shape can be obtained. Ultrasound is also capable of acting on the vibrational spectra
of molecules and intensifying heat and mass transfer at the freezing stage [32]. The
study of these aspects can contribute to the development of both theoretical and practical
knowledge about the relationship between the structure and properties of the obtained
materials, as well as accelerate the development of materials with different structure and
direction of pores and expand their areas of application. Therefore, the purpose of this
work was to study the effect of ultrasound applied during the stage of preliminary freezing
of solutions of polysaccharides and materials based on them, specifically on a set of their
properties, namely: microstructure, vibrational spectra of molecules, porosity, sorption
capacity, permeability of the porous structure of materials and the subsequent possibility
of culturing cells in the developed polymer scaffolds.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials and Reagents Used

The following polymers and auxiliary reagents were used in the work: sodium alginate
(RusChem, Moscow, Russia), low-molecular-weight chitosan with a deacetylation degree
of more than 75% and a molecular weight of 314 kDa (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO,
USA), edible gelatin and agar (B&V srl, Parma, Italy). Distilled water was used as a solvent.
Separately, distilled water acidified with glacial acetic acid (RusChem, Moscow, Russia)
was used to dissolve the chitosan.

2.2. Method for Obtaining Solutions of Polysaccharides and Matrices Based on Them

The objects of study were individual polysaccharides: sodium alginate (Alg) and
chitosan (Ch), as well as polymer matrices developed on their basis for cell cultivation. The
first matrix is a crosslinked polyelectrolyte complex, alginate–chitosan (Alg-Ch). Sodium
alginate and chitosan are widely used in tissue engineering for culturing mammalian
cells; however, these polymers do not contain cell recognition sites, the Arg-Gly-Asp
(RGD-peptide) sequences that promote cell adhesion and proliferation. Therefore, when
developing the second matrix, it was decided to mix a polysaccharide, sodium alginate,
with a polymer of protein origin, gelatin, since gelatin contains RGD sequences in its
structure [34]. Thus, the second composite was obtained, an alginate–gelatin matrix (Alg-
G), with the addition of agar. Agar acts as a substance that increases the structural integrity
of the matrix due to its increased ability to form stable gels.

The stages of polymeric material preparation are shown in Figure 1. Alg 1.5% and
Ch 1% were used to form the cross-linked polyelectrolyte complex Alg-Ch with polymer
concentrations of 1.5 and 1% for Alg and Ch, respectively. Alg 1.5% and Ch 1.5%, with a
polymer volume ratio of 1:1, were supplemented with 0.5% agar solution to form Alg-G,
kept for one hour at 50 ◦C and pre-chilled in a refrigerator at 4 ◦C (Figure 1a). Distilled
water acidified with glacial acetic acid (pH = 4) was used to dissolve the Ch. The resulting
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polymer solutions were poured into Petri dishes so that the layer thickness was 0.003 m.
This sample layer thickness was chosen for the following reasons: First, at a large thickness
of the solution layer, the freezing rate gradient can lead to the formation of ice crystals of
various sizes in the axial section. Secondly, the upper layer of the solution, located farther
from the source of ultrasonic vibrations, may not be subjected to ultrasonic action.
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Figure 1. The stages of polymeric material preparation: preparation of polymer solutions (a), pre-freezing
(conventional freezing (b) or freezing with ultrasound (c)), vacuum freeze-drying (d).

The first part of the test samples, placed in Petri dishes, was frozen in a quick freezer
without exposure to ultrasound at a temperature of −26 ◦C (Figure 1b). The second part of
the samples was also frozen at −26 ◦C; however, at the phase transition stage, which was
monitored using thermocouple readings, the studied polymer solutions were exposed to
ultrasound at a frequency of 40 kHz and a power of 50 W (Figure 1c). To implement freezing
with the use of ultrasound, an installation was assembled that allows the sonocrystallization
process to be carried out to obtain smaller and more uniform ice crystals in the polymers
under study. A detailed description of the installation and the mode of ultrasonic freezing
were presented in our previous study [32]. Therefore, these aspects will not be presented in
detail in this paper.

Eight samples were obtained, and their full specification is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Complete list of received samples.

No. Polymers Concentration, % Sonication

Alg Sodium alginate 1.5 −
Alg-US Sodium alginate 1.5 +

Ch Chitosan 1 −
Ch-US Chitosan 1 +
Alg-Ch Alginate–chitosan 1.5 and 1 (1:1) −

Alg-Ch-US Alginate–chitosan 1.5 and 1 (1:1) +
Alg-G Alginate–gelatin 1.5 and 1.5 (1:1) −

Alg-G-US Alginate–gelatin 1.5 and 1.5 (1:1) +

In the final stage in vacuum freeze-drying (Figure 1d), an “ice-steam” phase tran-
sition takes place that occurs at certain temperature and pressure parameters (below
611 Pa and 0 ◦C). Such process conditions ensure the preservation of the shape of the
material and contribute to the formation of its macroporous structure.

To implement the process of vacuum freeze-drying, a mode was chosen in which the
temperature of the shelves changed over time stepwise according to the task. The pressure
in the working chamber was 68 Pa. Table 2 shows the temperature and time parameters for
this drying mode.

Table 2. Temperature and time parameters of freeze-drying.

Temperature and Time Parameters

Tshelf, ◦C 0 5 10 20
Time, h 0–8 8–13 13–19 19–25
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A detailed description of the analytical studies of the samples, their comparison and
analysis are presented below.

2.3. Infrared Spectroscopy (IR Spectroscopy)

To study the effect of ultrasound (US) on chemical bonds in the studied polysaccharides
and their mixtures (changes in the vibrational spectra of molecules), we used the IR
spectroscopy method, which was carried out for samples in liquid form. For this, the
following samples (solutions of polysaccharides) were prepared, information on which is
given in Table 3.

Table 3. Specifications for IR spectroscopy.

No. Without US No.
US Parameters

No.
US Parameters

f, kHz Pr, W f, kHz Pr, W

Alg Control Alg-US 40 50 Alg-US-I 40 90
Ch Control Ch-US 40 50 Ch-US-I 40 90

Alg-Ch Control Alg-Ch-US 40 50 Alg-Ch-US-I 40 90

The first part of the samples (control) was not treated with ultrasound and was used
to compare and determine the effect of ultrasound parameters on the vibrational spectra of
molecules. The second part of the samples was treated with ultrasound at a frequency (f )
40 kHz and a power (Pr) 50 W for 20 min. To determine the effect of power and intensity of
ultrasound on the vibrational spectra of molecules, a third of the samples were also treated
with ultrasound for 20 min at a frequency (f ) of 40 kHz and a power (Pr) of 90 W.

This study was carried out using a Nicolet 380 IR-Fourier spectrometer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). The following spectral range was used in the
work: 500–4000 cm−1. An analytical study was carried out at the Center for Collective Use
of the MUCTR.

2.4. Study of the Structure of Ice Crystals

To study the structure and analyze the effect of ultrasound on the morphology of
ice crystals formed during the freezing of polymer solutions, an Olympus CX 41 light
microscope with a camera and a PE 120 cooling stage (limiting cooling temperature −18 ◦C)
was used. A detailed description of the research methodology was presented in our
previous work [32].

2.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

To visualize, study, analyze and compare the surface morphology of Alg-Ch and
Alg-Ch-US samples in cross-section, a JEOL 1610LV scanning electron microscope (JEOL,
Tokyo, Japan) was used. An analytical study was carried out at the Center for Collective
Use of the MUCTR. For all other samples, a VEGA3 TESCAN scanning electron microscope
(TESCAN, Brno-Kohoutovice, Czech Republic) was used. An analytical study was carried
out at the Department of Chemistry and Technology of Crystals of the MUCTR.

2.6. Sample Porosity Study

To determine the true density and subsequent calculation of the porosity of the stud-
ied polymeric materials, an Accu Pyc 1340 automatic helium pycnometer (Micromeritics
Instrument Corp., Norcross, GA, USA) was used. An analytical study was carried out at
the Center for Collective Use of the MUCTR.

2.7. Study of the Sorption Capacity of Samples

Sorption capacity is one of the functional characteristics of polymeric materials that
depends on the pore volume and is determined by the amount of liquid that 1 g of dry
material can absorb.
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To measure the sorption capacity, the mass of dry samples was first determined on an
analytical balance. Then, 10 mL of water at room temperature was added to pre-weighed
samples and left for 10 min. After the time had elapsed, the samples were removed from the
water and weighed again on an analytical balance. After that, the samples were immersed
in water for another 10 min to determine the value of the sorption capacity after 20 min.
Upon completion of the experiment, the value of the sorption capacity (ω) of the samples
was calculated using the formula below:

ω =
m2 − m1

m1
, (1)

where m1—the mass of dry material, g and m2—the mass of the material that has absorbed
water, g.

2.8. Study of the Permeability of the Porous Structure

The permeability of the porous structure is an important characteristic for materials
used in the field of cell culture. The permeability of the porous structure determines
the amount of incoming oxygen and nutrients necessary for culturing cells in matrices.
The presence of microchannels in a porous structure can contribute to the active mass
transfer of oxygen and essential nutrients that promote cell growth and development.
To study the permeability, methylene blue dye, previously diluted in 60% ethanol, was
introduced into the Alg-Ch, Alg-Ch-US, Alg-G, and Alg-G-US polymer matrices using
a thin needle. To visualize dye diffusion through the porous structure of matrices, an
ADF S645 stereomicroscope (ADF Optics Co Ltd., Zhejiang, China) was used.

2.9. Study of the Permeability of the Porous Structure

A test for antibacterial activity was carried out for the samples, which included
chitosan, in order to establish the bactericidal properties of these samples. To test for
antibacterial activity, LB agar nutrient medium was added to Petri dishes with a diameter
of 90 mm, on the surface of which a layer of culture of the studied pathogenic bacteria was
sown: Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus or Bacillus cereus. During
the experiment, 0.1 mL of a suspension of microorganisms was applied at a concentration of
1.5 × 109 mL−1 cells in the active growth phase and evenly distributed with a sterile spatula
over the surface of the nutrient medium. Then, the investigated samples of polymeric
materials were added to the surface of the nutrient medium: Ch, Ch-US, Alg-Ch and
Alg-Ch-US. Cultivation was carried out at 37 ◦C for 24 h.

The result of the analysis of antibacterial activity was the zone of inhibition of the
growth of pathogenic bacteria, i.e., a zone free from microorganisms, the size (thickness) of
which was determined as shown in Figure 2.
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In the first stage, the ratio between the scale and pixels of the image was determined by
the known diameter of the Petri dish (Figure 2a). Then the image was converted to an 8-bit
format and an automatic search for the boundaries of objects was performed (Figure 2b),
after which five measurements of the thickness of the inhibition zone were made for each
sample (Figure 2c). An analytical study was carried out at the Department of Biotechnology
of the MUCTR.

2.10. Test for Degradation of Matrices in the Culture Medium DMEM

Samples of Alg-Ch, Alg-Ch-US, Alg-G and Alg-G-US were previously tested for
degradation in DMEM culture medium containing 1 g/L glucose and glutamine. For this
purpose, Alg-Ch, Alg-Ch-US, Alg-G, and Alg-G-US samples with initial weights of 0.0417,
0.0387, 0.0188, and 0.0219 g, respectively, were placed in Petri dishes, poured into 10 mL
of DMEM medium, and kept at a temperature of 37 ◦C. Changes in the mass of samples
and the pH of the culture medium were recorded every 24 h for three days. According to
the results of the experiment, the possibility of cultivating cells in the obtained matrices
was established.

2.11. Cultivation of Fibroblast Cells in Matrices

The source of fibroblasts was the epididymal fat of B10.GFP mice. Cultivation was
carried out in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Himedia, Maha-
rashtra, India, RM10432), 100x GlutaMAX (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham,
MA, USA, 35050038), 10 ng/mL basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) and 1% insulin–
transferrin–selenite (PanEco, Moscow, Russia, F065), under standard incubation conditions
at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2.

The studied matrices based on alginate–chitosan and alginate–gelatin were sterilized
using ultraviolet irradiation for two hours. The sterilized samples were then transferred
to the Federal Scientific and Clinical Center for Physicochemical Medicine named after
Academician Yu.M. Lopukhin for research on the cultivation of fibroblast cells in matrices.

The test matrices were placed on the bottom of a 96-well plate (Costar, Corning,
Cambridge, MA, USA, 3599) using sterile tweezers, and 50 µL of culture medium was
applied on top. At the same time, the cells of the ninth passage were washed three times
from the medium using a Versene solution (PanEco, Moscow, Russia, P080p), and then
removed from the T75 flasks (SPL Life Sciences, Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of
Korea, 70075) using 5 mL of a solution of 0.25% trypsin and 0.02% EDTA in Dulbecco’s
phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) (Himedia, Maharashtra, India, TCL007). After complete
detachment, the cells in suspension were transferred to a 15 mL centrifuge tube with 4 mL
of F12 medium (PanEco, Moscow, Russia) with 10% FBS for detrypsinization, and the cells
were counted with trypan blue in a Luna II automatic counter (Logos Biosystems, Dongan-
gu Anyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea, L40002, L12002) and then centrifuged
at 200 rcf for 5 min in a Centrifuge 5804R centrifuge (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany,
5805000010). Next, the supernatant was taken, the cell culture medium was added to
the cell sediment and resuspended, and the cells were seeded on matrices at a density of
5000/well. The plate was then left in an incubator at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2 for 24 h.

Twenty-four hours after seeding, cell morphology was analyzed on matrices using
an Olympus IX53F fluorescence microscope with 4 fluorescence filters (Olympus, Tokyo,
Japan) using CellSens Standart morphometry software.

To test for cell viability, 10 µL of PrestoBlue cell viability indicator (Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) was added to the wells of a 96-well plate with matrices,
cells, and 100 µL of growth medium and incubated at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2 for 4 h. The
analysis of the results was carried out using an Infinite 200 Pro multi-mode reader model
Infinite M Plex-Tecan (Tecan, Mennedorf Switzerland, 30190085) and I-control software at
λex = 560 nm, λem = 590 nm.

In parallel, a comparison experiment was carried out in which fibroblast cells were
seeded on plastic in order to determine the adhesion strength of cells to matrices.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Results of IR Spectroscopy

To study the effect of ultrasounds of different power and the same frequency (40 kHz)
on the vibrational spectra of the polysaccharide molecules sodium alginate, chitosan and
chitosan alginate, IR spectra were obtained, shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Results of IR spectroscopy for the studied polysaccharides.

An analysis of the results of IR spectroscopy for sodium alginate made it possible
to determine that, compared with the control sample (Alg), the Alg-US-I sample treated
with ultrasound with a power of 90 W had increased stretching vibrations in its –OH
bonds (3309 cm−1), stretching asymmetric and symmetric vibrations of the carboxyl ion
(1634 and 1415 cm−1), and C-O stretching vibrations and bending vibrations in its C-O-H
(1091 cm−1) and C-C-H bonds (1032 cm−1) [35]. At the same time, the Alg-US sample
treated with ultrasound with a power of 50 W shows a decrease in the absorption coefficient
for the above bonds compared with the control sample (Alg). However, for Alg-US, a
pronounced stretching vibration of the aliphatic bond –CH (2921 cm−1) is observed.

For chitosan, it was determined that, compared with the control sample (Ch), in the
Ch-US and Ch-US-I samples, the stretching vibrations of –OH bonds and –NH2 (in the
region of 3330 cm−1) decrease, while the stretching vibrations of —CH bonds and –OH in
the region from 2750 to 3000 cm−1 increase, with Ch-US-I to a greater extent than Ch-US.
In the Ch-US sample, compared to Ch-US-I, there is a fragmentation of two peaks: –OH
(2891 cm−1) and –CH (2808 cm−1). The peaks at 1030 and 1068 cm−1 refer to C-O stretching
and C-O-C stretching in the glucopyranose ring, respectively, with a higher absorption
coefficient for the Ch-US-I sample. The peaks at 1320 and 1404 cm−1 are related to the
absorption of C–N CH3CONH (amide III) and the symmetrical deformation of CH2 as well
as CH3 [13,36] and are enhanced for Ch-US-I. The peaks at 1639 and 1557 cm−1 due to the
–CONH2 stretching vibration were enhanced for Ch-US-I and significantly attenuated for
Ch-US compared to Ch.
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The IR spectra for the alginate–chitosan binary mixture were also analyzed. The broad
peak obtained in the range of 3303 cm−1 indicates the presence of –OH stretching, polymer
association, and intermolecular hydrogen bonds in the alginate–chitosan binary mixture,
which are equivalent for the Alg-Ch and Alg-Ch-US-I samples. The peaks at 2922, 2851,
1634, 1415 and 1090 cm−1 show the presence of an asymmetric stretch –CH, a symmetric
stretch –CH, a carbonyl group, an –NH bend (amide II band) and a –CH deformation
(split peaks in CH2 and CH3, respectively) [37]. The IR spectra show that the carboxylated
group of the alginate was dissociated into a COO– group, which forms a complex with
the protonated amino group of chitosan through electrostatic interaction. As the mixture
is formed, hydrogen bonds are formed due to an increase in intermolecular attraction
between alginate and chitosan.

3.2. Results of Microscopic Examination of Ice Crystals

In the course of the work, microphotographs of ice crystals were obtained for the
studied solutions of polysaccharides, treated and not treated with ultrasound (40 kHz,
50 W) during the freezing stage, at magnifications of 200 and 50 µm. The results obtained
are presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Microphotographs of ice crystals for the studied polysaccharides: overlay textures of
alginate (I) and chitosan (II) separately; accumulation of small ice crystals (A); microchanneling (B).

The use of ultrasound at the phase transition stage in the freezing process made it
possible to reduce the size of the resulting ice crystals for all the polymers under study.
The micrographs of the Alg-US, Ch-US and Alg-Ch-US samples show zones with a large
accumulation of small ice crystals (Figure 4A), as well as zones free of ice crystals (Figure 4B).
Zones free from ice crystals are microchannels, which, during subsequent freeze-drying,
contribute to the active mass transfer of moisture. The even distribution of ice crystals can
affect the porosity and hence the sorption capacity of the materials obtained after drying.
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In addition, the structuring of ice crystals in frozen polysaccharides during subsequent
vacuum freeze-drying promotes the formation of channels in the axial section, which
can favorably affect the diffusion of oxygen entering the polymer framework at the stage
of cell cultivation.

3.3. Surface Morphology Results

In the course of the experimental work, scanning electron microscopy images were
obtained for conventional matrices based on alginate–chitosan and alginate–gelatin as well
as for matrices of identical composition treated with ultrasound during the freezing of
the initial solutions. The images obtained using scanning electron microscopy made it
possible to analyze the effect of ultrasound (40 kHz, 50 W) on the surface morphology of
the samples under study.

Dried Alg-Ch and Alg-Ch-US cylindrical samples were cut with a thin blade in the
transverse section (top view) and in axial section (front view) for a comprehensive study of
the effect of ultrasound on the surface morphology of materials. The obtained SEM images
of the matrices based on alginate–chitosan in various sections are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Surface morphology of matrices based on alginate–chitosan: axial section or front view (A),
cross section or top view (B), supramolecular formation of a granular structure characteristic of
chitosan (C).

An analysis of the SEM images showed that the Alg-Ch samples have an irregular
lamellar structure of the alginate component, with a plate thickness of up to 3 µm. When
comparing SEM images of Alg-Ch and Alg-Ch-US samples in axial section, it can be seen
that ultrasound contributed to the structuring of the alginate component plates in a vertical
position, which corresponds to the direction of ultrasonic waves and, accordingly, acoustic
pressure. The samples also show supramolecular granular structures characteristic of
chitosan (Figure 5C), which was detailed in [14].

When comparing cross-sectional SEM images, it can be seen that ultrasound con-
tributed to a uniform distribution of pore sizes, which correlates with the data obtained
from microscopic examination of ice crystals (Figure 4). The average pore size of the
Alg-Ch sample was 160 µm, and the minimum and maximum sizes were 70 and 250 µm,
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respectively, while for Alg-Ch-US, the average pore size was 71 µm, and the minimum and
maximum sizes were 15 and 155 µm, respectively.

The obtained SEM images of matrices based on alginate–gelatin in axial and cross
sections are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.
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The analysis of the SEM images showed that the Alg-G sample has a dense cellular
structure in both sections (Figures 6 and 7B), which is consistent with the data presented
in [38,39]. Meanwhile, in the Alg-G-US sample, both sections are dominated by hollow
plates structured in the direction of ultrasound action, with a wall thickness of up to 2 µm.

The SEM images of the Alg-G-US sample (Figure 7C) show fibrous formations up to
1.5 µm thick and up to 25 µm high, which are not characteristic of the Alg-G sample, and
the formation of which can be attributed to sonication.

In the Alg-G-US sample, elongated, oval structures were observed, in the center of
which there were 7.5 µm cavities (Figure 7D). The presence of these can be associated with
the formation and collapse of cavitation bubbles during sonication.

It should be noted that the average pore size of the Alg-G sample was 35 µm, which is
significantly smaller than that of the Alg-Ch sample.

At present, the effect of ultrasound on the directionality of the porous structure in
polysaccharide materials is practically not presented in the literature; therefore, the data
obtained (Sections 3.2 and 3.3) make an important practical and theoretical contribution to
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the development of the field of development of polysaccharide matrices with an anisotropic
(directional) porous structure.
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3.4. The Results of the Study of Porosity and Sorption Capacity of Samples

To study the effect of ultrasound (40 kHz, 50 W) on the porosity of polysaccharides,
data on the true density of sodium alginate and chitosan, as well as a matrix based on
alginate–chitosan, dried by vacuum freeze-drying, were obtained using a helium pycnome-
ter. The values of the apparent density of the investigated samples of cylindrical shape
were determined by measuring the mass of the samples and determining the volume of the
samples by measuring the characteristic dimensions of the cylinder (height and diameter)
using an electronic caliper in triplicate for each sample. The experimental data obtained
during the work are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Values of true and apparent density of materials.

No. ρbulk, g/cm3 ρapparent, g/cm3 Vpor, cm3

Alg 0.042 1.74 23.3
Alg-US 0.029 1.75 33.1

Ch 0.018 1.77 56.2
Ch-US 0.023 1.54 43.2
Alg-Ch 0.024 1.62 40.5

Alg-Ch-US 0.023 1.75 43.1

Based on the obtained data on the true and apparent density, the porosity of the
samples was calculated using the following equation:

ϕ = 1 − ρbulk
ρapparent

, (2)

where ϕ—porosity; ρbulk—apparent density, g/cm3; ρapparent—true density, g/cm3.
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According to the results of the porosity calculation for the studied samples, a diagram
was built, shown in Figure 8A. Based on the obtained data on porosity and apparent density,
the pore volume Vpor, shown in Table 4, was calculated using the following equation:

Vpor =
ϕ

ρbilk
, (3)Polysaccharides 2023, 4, FOR PEER REVIEW 14 
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Figure 8. Diagrams of porosity (A) and sorption capacity (B) of obtained samples.

The sorption capacity of materials depends on the pore volume. The sorption capac-
ity was measured for the cross-linked matrices Alg-Ch, Alg-Ch-US and Alg-G, but the
Alg-G-US sample did not pass the sorption capacity test, because it lost structural integrity
due to the presence of wide channels in the axial section formed during sonication. The
obtained values of sorption capacity as well as the values of the standard deviation are
shown in the diagram (Figure 8B).

The standard deviation was estimated using Equations (4) and (5). First, the arithmetic
mean of the sample x was determined using Equation (4):

x =
1
n ∑n

n=1 xi, (4)

where n is the selection size; x—selection element; i is the number of the selection element.
Then, the standard deviation S was calculated using Equation (5):

S =

√
1
n ∑n

i=1(xi − x)2, (5)

The studied samples showed high values of porosity, (>90%), which coincides with
the data presented in [40]. For samples treated with ultrasound, the porosity values did not
differ significantly. However, the pore volume of the sonicated samples was higher than
that of the conventional samples (Table 4).

The sorption capacity dependent on pore volume was higher for the sample with large
pore volume, namely Alg-Ch-US, compared to Alg-Ch. The higher sorption capacity for
the Alg-G sample compared to the Alg-Ch sample can be attributed both to the nature
of its constituent polymers and to the higher porosity of the Alg-G sample, as shown in
the SEM images in Section 3.3. The Alg-G sample is more swellable than Alg-Ch, as it
contains sodium alginate and gelatin, which have a high degree of swelling and the ability
to actively absorb liquid.

3.5. The Results of the Study of the Permeability of the Porous Structure

The study of the permeability of the porous structure of the resulting matrices is an im-
portant task in the field of cell cultivation as the permeability of the porous structure affects
the amount of incoming oxygen and nutrients necessary for culturing cells in matrices.

The results of the study of the permeability of the porous structure for the obtained
samples in various sections are shown in Figure 9.
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The sorption rate depends on the nature of the polymers that make up the materials.
Alg-G and Alg-G-US matrices contain both sodium alginate and gelatin, which have a
high swelling capacity; therefore, the diffusion of colored alcohol proceeded faster in these
samples compared to samples based on alginate–chitosan. When analyzing the Alg-G-US
sample, it was seen that the presence of rather wide transverse channels prevented the
passage of liquid into the layer of material due to the low pressure in the channel; however,
the liquid quickly diffused into the lateral regions of the material, which also had channels
(smaller) in axial section.

The rate of diffusion of colored alcohol in the Alg-Ch and Alg-Ch-US samples was
slower compared to the Alg-G and Alg-G-US samples. In the Alg-Ch sample, stagnant
zones were observed in the axial section; the main part of the dye accumulated near the
surface of the matrix. Part of the tinted alcohol, which has a high speed and, accordingly,
pressure in the area of its introduction, passed into the thickness of the Alg-Ch sample,
corresponding to the direction of the introduction of the dye.

For the Alg-Ch-US sample in the axial section, similarly to the Alg-G-US sample, a
decrease in the speed of colored alcohol was observed in the region where large channels ap-
peared; however, the dye passed through the formed channels. In this case, similarly to the
Alg-Ch sample, the accumulation of the dye near the surface of the sample was observed.

For the Alg-Ch-US sample in cross section, the highest speed of dye movement was
observed in the area of its introduction. In this case, a significant part of the dye passed
downwards, in the direction of the axial section.

3.6. Antibacterial Activity of Samples

To establish the bactericidal properties of the samples, which included chitosan, a test
for antibacterial activity was carried out with a number of pathogenic bacteria. The purpose
of this experiment was to establish the possibility of using chitosan-based samples that do
not contain excipients that increase bactericidal properties, such as silver nanoparticles, for
cell cultivation. Table 5 presents the results of measurement of the thickness of the zone of
inhibition, obtained using the ImageJ program.

The analysis of the results of the microbiological study shows that samples based
on chitosan exhibit antimicrobial activity against the studied pathogenic bacteria. The
maximum thickness of the zone of inhibition was in the Alg-Ch-US sample in relation to all
pathogenic bacteria; however, in relation to Bacillus cereus, the maximum thickness of the
zone of inhibition was observed in Alg-Ch.

The smallest inhibition zone thickness values were recorded for Ch and Alg-Ch
samples in relation to Escherichia coli. The results obtained correspond to the data presented
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in [41–43]. The tests for antibacterial activity show that samples based on chitosan show
resistance to pathogenic bacteria, which makes it possible to create favorable conditions for
culturing cells in these matrices.

Table 5. Inhibition zone thickness.

No.
Inhibition Zone Thickness, mm

Escherichia coli Pseudomonas Staphylococcus Bacillus

Ch 0.6 1.2 0.9 0.8
Ch-US 1.2 1.0 1.0 0.8
Alg-Ch 0.7 1.0 0.8 2.0

Alg-Ch-US 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.5

3.7. Results of the Study of Matrix Degradation in the DMEM Medium

A necessary step before culturing cells in matrices is to study the stability of these
materials in the culture medium for at least three days, as well as to determine the change
in the pH of the medium. The described preliminary study of materials allows one to
select suitable matrix compositions, namely the types of polymers used, their mass ratio
in the formed material and suitable cross-linking agents, before conducting studies on
cells. This approach can significantly reduce the material and time costs for experiments on
cell cultivation.

In the course of this work, the values of the change in the mass of samples and the pH
of the culture medium DMEM were determined for three days (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Investigation of sample degradation in DMEM culture medium: appearance of samples
before immersion in DMEM (A), appearance and stability of samples in DMEM medium for three
days (B), study of the effect of samples on the pH of the medium (C), diagram of sample mass change
in within three days (D).

The results of the experiment in the culture medium show that the studied samples
of Alg-Ch, Alg-Ch-US and Alg-G were stable for three days and retained their shape
(Figure 10B) in relation to the original samples (Figure 10A). The Alg-G-US sample showed
a loss of shape relative to the original sample, with the formation of a dense insoluble gel
in the culture medium, which can be associated with the presence of wide cross-sectional
channels in Alg-G-US.
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The DMEM culture medium includes phenol red as a pH indicator. Therefore, the
color of the medium, changing from bright yellow (pH = 6.8) to fuchsia (pH = 8.5), allows
one to quickly determine the pH. The pH value of the medium was 7.5–8 and remained
constant throughout the analysis (Figure 10C). Additionally, litmus test strips were used to
measure the pH of the medium.

Based on the results of the experiment, a diagram was constructed showing the change
in the mass of samples every 24 h in the culture medium for three days (Figure 10D). An
analysis of the data obtained made it possible to determine that for the Alg-Ch-US and Alg-
G samples, the decrease in mass was more intense. The values of changes in the weights of
the Alg-Ch, Alg-Ch-US and Alg-G samples on the second day were 0.16, 0.51 and 0.52 g,
respectively, and on the third day, 0.07, 0.3 and 0.1 g, respectively. However, the results also
show that matrices based on Alg-Ch-US, Alg-G and Alg-G-US can be used in cell culture
when it is necessary to replace the polymer scaffold with the resulting tissue. At the same
time, the Alg-Ch sample is more suitable for cell cultivation without scaffold replacement.

3.8. Results of Cell Cultivation in Matrices

The results of cell cultivation in matrices based on alginate–gelatin and alginate–
chitosan, as well as the results for the reference sample, plastic, are shown in Figure 11.
The results of the study of the cultivation of fibroblast cells show that the samples do not
show cytotoxic properties. However, all matrix samples, in comparison with the control
sample (plastic), exhibit low adhesive properties. The samples based on alginate–gelatin
promoted the adhesion of fibroblasts to a greater extent compared with samples based
on alginate–chitosan. A higher degree of adhesion of matrices based on alginate–gelatin
is associated with the existing sequence of RGD peptides (cell recognition sites). In the
images shown (Figure 11), it can be seen that the fibroblasts located in the Alg-G and
Alg-G-US matrices have an elongated fusiform shape, which means that the cells are in an
activated state. The Alg-Ch and Alg-Ch-US samples also contain single cells that formed
small clusters, but their shape is compressed spherical, indicating a possible stress on cells
in these scaffolds.
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4. Conclusions and Prospects

The use of ultrasound at the stage of freezing the initial solutions of polysaccharides,
before solvent sublimation, affected the microstructure of the formed ice crystals and,
accordingly, the formed porous structure of the final materials. Ultrasound made it pos-
sible to achieve a uniform distribution of ice crystals in the volume of the sample and
reduce their average size. SEM images confirmed the structuring of the plates of polymer
components in both matrices. Studies of the porosity and sorption capacity of materials
showed that ultrasound made it possible to increase the pore volume for a number of
samples and, consequently, increased the value of the sorption capacity. When studying
the permeability of the porous structure, the presence of wide transverse channels, which
are mainly characteristic of a matrix based on alginate–gelatin, was found. The study of
the stability of the samples in the culture medium made it possible to link the presence of
wide channels in the alginate–gelatin sample with the loss of its shape. However, these
results can be useful in the case when it is necessary to replace the polymer scaffold with
the resulting tissue. The results of cell culture show that fibroblasts show a high degree
of adhesion to alginate–gelatin-based matrices, but the overall degree of cell adhesion
to matrices is assessed as low. In order to increase the degree of cell adhesion in further
studies, edible gelatin will be replaced with another type of gelatin.

The study of the effect of ultrasound on the properties and structure of polysaccharides
and materials based on them is an important task, the solution of which will make it
possible to obtain a wide range of new hybrid and composite materials with different
properties. Therefore, further studies of the dependence of the structure and properties of
polysaccharides, which are of interest for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine,
are needed.
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